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to this improvement by restoring supply chain
disrupted by the earth quake in 2011 . Of course
Exploitation of the shale gas reserve and reduce the
energy cost was the achieving key to the economic
growth. The financial crises in Greece started by 2009
dragged down the whole European Economy.

Personal consumption become weaken and
unemployed people increase, although some banking
policy has been considered but it seems there need a
time to recover the situations. In Brazil they have
closed the trade and financial ties with Europe to ban
the fluctuation. In Russia due to lower local demand
and lower export to Europe the situation is not
satisfied. In Iran by expanding budget definite and
accelerating inflations the governments start to
implement active financial and monetary policies. In
India they started to expand export to control
inflations. In ASEAN country as the demand due to
the population increased they sense an economic
grows. In japan after the earthquake 2012 a growth is
seen. China started to boggle the situation by effective
strategic planning which echoed to Automotive
Industry also. This paper consists of general
background of Chinese automotive industry and brief
description of Chery Auto Co.

_o 1. Introduction
So The world economy faced a failure in 2009 due to

financial crisis that happened after collapse of
Lehman brother financial service film in the autumn
of 2008. Although the first half of 2010 show a
return to growth but it slow down by the end of the
year. The U.S economy enjoyed a gradual recovery,
robust personal consumption and greater investment
in home building due to an uptick in the housing
market dragged the economy upward. European
economy despite of the risk created by the depth crisis
remains down, but UK due to London Olympic had
an increased. In china also the growth fell, the reason
could be due to the lower growth in personal
consumption due to fiscal tightening implemented up
to the middle of 2011 . In Brazil , Russia and India the
economy situation worsening due to external
demands. The Japanese showed sign of strength due
to recovery after earthquake. In the U.S the economic
growth rate recovery gradually. The reason was
establishing the financial Market and an upturn in the
housing market. Japanese automakers also contribute
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Abstract

  Having  a  full  understanding  of  the  world’s  social-economic  situation  is  the  success  key  for 
industries;  automotive  manufacturing  industry  is  an  extremely  competitive  one  usually  there  is  no  clear 
guideline  among  automotive  companies  about  technological  causes  behind  their  success  and  failure .  This
research  provides  an  investigation  about  the  world’s  economic  situation  and  the  environmental  situation 
surrounded  the  automotive  industry,  than  will  focus  on  chines  auto  industry.  Automotive  manufacturers  and
suppliers  view  China  as  the  largest  combination  of  automotive  market  and  low-cost  manufacturing  and 
supply  base  to  appear  in  decades.  Companies  are  deluged  with  information  about  the  potential  opportunities 
in  China,  but  typically  know  very  little  about  what  the  Chinese  think  about  their  automotive  future .  The 
steady  influx  of  automotive  manufacturers  and  suppliers  over  the  past  ten  years  has  provided  the  Chinese 
with  firsthand  experience  of  what  the  impact  of  a  world-class,  high-volume  automotive  industry  can  mean
to  a  country.
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